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In this article we establish a result of existence of periodic solutions for the class
of quasi-linear partial neutral functional differential equations with unbounded
delay that can be described as the abstract functional differential equation
 .  .  ..  .  .drdt x t q F t, x s Ax t q G t, x , where A is the infinitesimal generatort t
of a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on a Banach space and F
and G are appropriate functions defined on a phase space. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we establish a result of existence of periodic solutions for
partial neutral functional differential equations with unbounded delay that
can be modelled in the form,
d
x t q F t , x s Ax t q G t , x , t G 0, 1.1 .  .  .  .  . .t tdt
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup
of linear operators on a Banach space X and the initial condition x as F0
and G are appropriate functions. These equations will be called abstract
 .neutral functional differential equations abbreviated, ANFDE with un-
bounded delay.
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w xWe refer the reader to 4 for a brief historical review and the basic
qualitative properties, including the existence results, for the ANFDE with
unbounded delay. Next, for completeness, we collect the notions and the
results that will be needed in Section 2.
Throughout this article X will be a Banach space provided with norm
5 5  .? and A: D A : X ª X will be the infinitesimal generator of a
 .strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators T t defined on X. For
the theory of strongly continuous semigroups of linear operators we refer
w x w xto Pazy 8 and Nagel 7 . We only recall here some notions and properties
that are essential for us. In particular, it is well known that there exist
Äconstants M G 1 and v g R such that
v tÄT t F Me , t G 0. 1.2 .  .
If T is a uniformly bounded and an analytic semigroup with infinitesimal
 .generator A such that 0 g r A then it is possible to define the fractional
 .apower yA , for 0 - a F 1, as a closed linear operator on its domain
 .a .  .a .D yA . Furthermore, the subspace D yA is dense in X and the
expression,
a a
5 5x [ yA x , x g D yA , .  . .a
 .a .defines a norm on D yA . Hereafter we represent X to the spacea
 .a . 5 5D yA endowed with the norm ? . Then the following properties area
w x.well known 8 .
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that the preceding conditions are satisfied.
 .a Let 0 - a F 1. Then X is a Banach space.a
 .b If 0 - b - a F 1 then X ¨ X and the imbedding is compacta b
whene¨er the resol¨ ent operator of A is compact.
 .c For e¨ery a ) 0, there exists a positi¨ e constant C such thata
CaayA T t F , 0 - t F a. .  . at
 . Xd For e¨ery a ) 0, there exists a positi¨ e constant C such thata
ya X aT t y I yA F C t , 0 - t F a. .  . . a
 .  x  .To study Eq. 1.1 we assume that the histories x : y`, 0 ª X, x u [t t
 .x t q u , belong to some abstract phase space B, that is a phase space
defined axiomatically.
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In this article we will employ an axiomatic definition of the phase space
w xB introduced by Hale and Kato 2 . To establish the axioms of space B we
w xfollow the terminology used in the book 5 . Thus, B will be a linear space
 x 5 5of functions mapping y`, 0 into X endowed with a seminorm ? . WeB
will assume that B satisfies the following axioms:
 .  . w .A If x: y`, s q a ª X, a ) 0, is continuous on s , s q a and
w .x g B, then for every t in s , s q a the following conditions hold:s
 .i x is in B.t
 . 5  .5 5 5ii x t F H x .Bt
 . 5 5  .  4  .5 5iii x F K tys sup x s : s F s F t q M tys x . .B Bt s
 .  .  .A-1 For the function x ? in A , x is a B]valued continuoust
w .function on s , s q a .
 .B The space B is complete.
Ã 5 5We will denote by B the quotient Banach space Br ? and, if w g BB
we write w for the coset determined by w.Ã
 .  .  .The axiom A-1 implies that the operator functions S ? and W t given
by
w 0 , yt F u F 0, .
S t w u [ .  .  w t q u , y` - u - yt , .
and
T t q u w 0 , yt F u F 0, .  .
W t w u [ .  .  w t q u , y` - u - yt , .
are strongly continuous semigroups of linear operators on B.
To obtain some of our results we will need additional properties of the
space B. Next we denote by C the space of continuous functions from00
 xy`, 0 to X with compact support. We consider the following axiom for
the phase spaces:
 .  n.C-2 If a uniformly bounded sequence w in C converges to an 00
function w in the compact]open topology, then w belongs to B and
5 n 5w y w ª 0, as n ª `.B
w x.  .It is easy to see 5 that if the axiom C-2 holds then the space of
 x .continuous and bounded functions C y`, 0 , X is continuously includedb
in B.
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p .EXAMPLE 1.1. We consider the phase space B [ C = L g ; X , r G 0,r
w x  x1 F p - ` in 5 , which consists of all classes of functions w : y`, 0 ª X
w x 5  .5 psuch that w is continuous on yr, 0 , Lebesgue-measurable, and g w ? is
 .  .Lebesgue integrable on y`, yr , where g : y`, yr ª R is a positi¨ e
 w xLebesgue integrable function see Marle 6 for concepts relati¨ e to the
.integration of ¨ector functions . The seminorm in B is defined by
1rpyr p
5 5w [ sup w u : yr F u F 0 q g u w u du . 4 .  .  .H /y`
 .  .We will assume that g satisfies conditions g-6 and g-7 in the terminology of
w x  .5 . This means that g is integrable on y`, yr and that there exists a
 xnonnegati¨ e and a locally bounded function g on y`, 0 such that
g j q u F g j g u , .  .  .
 .  .for all j F 0 and u g y`, yr R N , where N : y`, yr is a set withj j
Lebesgue measure 0. In this case, B is a phase space which ¨erifies axioms
 .  .  .  . w x .A , A-1 , B , and C-2 5 , Theorem 1.3.8 .
We begin by studying the existence of mild solutions of the Cauchy problem,
d
x t q F t , x s Ax t q G t , x , t G s , 1.3 .  .  .  .  . .t tdt
x s w g V , 1.4 .s
w xwhere V is an open subset of B; F, G: 0, a = V ª B are continuous
functions and 0 F s - a.
Henceforth we will assume that A is the infinitesimal generator of an
 .analytic semigroup T ? of bounded linear operators on X. Furthermore, to
 .a¨oid unnecessary notations, we suppose that 0 g r A and that the semi-
Ä . 5  .5group T ? is uniformly bounded, that is to say, T t F M, for some
Äconstant M G 1 and for e¨ery t G 0.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. We will say that a function x: y`, s q b ª X,
 .  .b ) 0, is a mild solution of the Cauchy problems 1.3 and 1.4 if x s w ;s
 . w .the restriction of x ? to the interval s , s q b is continuous and for each
 .  . w .s F t - s q b the function AT t y s F s, x , s g s , t , is integrables
and the integral equation,
t
x t sT tys w 0 qF s , w yF t , x y AT tys F s, x ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ht s
s
t
q T tys G s, x ds, s F t , 1.5 .  .  .H s
s
is verified.
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w xFor the proof of the following results see 4 .
LEMMA 1.2. Let w g V and assume that the following conditions hold:
 .  .a There exist constants b g 0, 1 and L G 0 such that the function F
is X -¨alued and satisfies the Lipschitz condition,b
b b < < 5 5yA F t , c y yA F s, c F L t y s q c y c , 1.6 .  .  .  .  . .B1 2 1 2
for e¨ery s F s, t F a, and c , c g V, and1 2
ybL yA K 0 - 1. 1.7 .  .  .
 .  .b There exist constants 0 - b - a y s and 0 - r w such thatw
w xB w : V and, for each 0 - t F b , there is a compact set U : X suchr w . w t
 .  . w xthat T t G s, c g U , for all c g B w and for e¨ery s F s F s q b .t r w . w
 .  .  .Then there exists a mild solution x ?, w of Cauchy problems 1.3 and 1.4
 .defined on y`, s q b , for some 0 - b F b .w
In connection with these results it should be noted that it can be
 .established, in the usual form, that if G t, w is further locally Lipschitz
 .  .continuous on w then the mild solution of 1.3 and 1.4 is unique.
 .Similarly, we can modify condition b of the preceding theorem to obtain
 .LEMMA 1.3. Assume that condition a of the pre¨ious theorem holds. If
G is continuous and there exists N ) 0 such that
5 5G t , w y G t , c F N w y c , 1.8 .  .  .B
for all s F t F a and for e¨ery w, c g V then for each w g V there exists a
 .  .  .unique mild solution x ?, w of Cauchy problems 1.3 and 1.4 defined on
 .y`, s q r , for some 0 - r - a y s . Furthermore, if V s B then r
 4can be chosen as r [ min a y s , r , where r is a constant independent of0 0
s and w.
Throughout this article we always assume that B is a phase space. The
terminology and notations are those generally used in operator theory. In
 .particular, if X and Y denote Banach spaces, we indicate by L X, Y the
Banach space of bounded linear operators from X into Y and we abbrevi-
 .ate this notation to L X whenever X s Y. In addition, we denote by
w xB x the closed ball with center at x and radius r and we reserve the boldr
type a to represent the Kuratowski's measure of noncompactness. For the
w xproperties of the measure a see Deimling 1 .
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2. EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
In this section we will establish a result of existence of periodic solutions
 .for Eq. 1.1 . In the sequel we assume that the functions F, G and the
 .semigroup T ? satisfy the general assumptions considered in Section 1.
w .We assume further that F, G: 0, ` = V ª X, where V is an open subset
of B, satisfy appropriate conditions to assure existence and uniqueness of
 .mild solutions of Eq. 1.1 with initial condition x s w g V. In these0
 .  .conditions we refer to 1.1 as the ANFDE F, G system. Furthermore, we
 .  .  .will say that the system ANFDE F, G is v-periodic if F t, w and G t, w
are v-periodic at t. Throughout this section we use v to represent a fixed
strictly positive constant.
DEFINITION 2.1. We will say that a function x: R ª X is an v-periodic
 .  .  .solution of Eq. 1.1 if x ? is a mild solution of 1.1 with initial condition
 .  .x g V and x t q v s x t , for all t G 0.0
It is clear that if x: R ª X is a function such that x s w g B, the0
 . w .restriction of x ? on 0, v is continuous and x s w then w is v-periodicv
 x  .on y`, 0 . In addition, if the system ANFDE F, G is v-periodic and if
 .  .x ?, w is a mild solution of 1.1 then the condition x s w is sufficient tov
 .  .guarantee that x ?, w is an v-periodic solution of 1.1 . Because this is the
essential property in order to obtain existence of periodic solutions we
shall state it formally.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that the system ANFDE F, G is v-periodic
 .and that the mild solution of 1.1 with initial condition x s w is defined on0
 .  .R. If x ?, w s w then x ? is an v-periodic solution.v
 .Let E be a nonempty subset of V such that the mild solution x ?, w of
 .1.1 with initial condition,
x s w 2.1 .0
w xis unique and is defined on 0, v , for each w g E. In this case we
 .  .represent by P the map E ª B, w ª x ?, w . If the system ANFDE F, Gv v
is v-periodic, it is clear from the previous proposition that a sufficient
 .condition for the existence of a periodic solution of 1.1 is the existence of
a fixed point for the map P . On the other hand, to establish the existencev
of a fixed point of P we will apply Sadovskii's theorem. Because one ofv
hypotheses of this theorem is the continuity of the respective map, our
next two results present conditions to assure the continuity of P . In thesev
 .results we assume that F, G and the semigroup T ? satisfy the general
assumptions considered in lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. We omit the proofs
because they are based in a tedious application of axioms of phase space
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and, in the case of Proposition 2.2, in the Lebesgue dominated conver-
w x.gence theorem for integration in the Bochner sense 6 .
In our first result we strengthen the conditions of Lemma 1.2.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that condition a of Lemma 1.2 holds. If we
assume further that:
 .  .  .a The Cauchy problems 1.1 ] 2.1 ha¨e a unique mild solution
w xdefined on 0, v , for all w g E.
 .   .b For each compact set U : E the set G [ x ?, c : 0 F s F v, cs
4g U is bounded and the B-closure of G is included in V.
 .c The map G takes closed and bounded sets into bounded sets and for
each closed and bounded set B : V and for each t ) 0 there exists a compact
 .  .subset W of X such that T t G s, c g W , for all c g B and for allt t
0 F s F v.
 .Then the map P : E ª B, w ª x ?, w is continuous.v v
We also can obtain the continuity of P using Lipschitz continuity of G.v
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that the assumptions of Lemma 1.3 hold. If
 . w xthe mild solution x ?, w is defined on 0, v for all w g , then the map P :v
 .E ª B, w ª x ?, w is continuous.v
So as we mentioned at the beginning of this section our approach to
obtain existence of periodic solutions is based on Sadovskii's theorem.
Nevertheless, an essential condition needed to apply this result is that the
domain of the respective map will be bounded, closed, and convex. For this
reason we introduce the following assumption.
 .Assumption F, G . There exists a bounded, closed, and convex set
 .  .E : V such that for each w g E the Cauchy problems 1.1 ] 2.1 have a
w x   .unique mild solution defined on 0, v , the closure of the set x ?, c :s
4  .0 F s F v, c g E is bounded and included in V and P E : E.v
 .Later we will exhibit a class of systems ANFDE F, G for which this
assumption is valid. Now we establish the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that F, G, and T satisfy the general assumptions
considered in Section 1, and further assume that the following conditions are
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fulfilled:
 .  .  .a The system ANFDE F, G is v-periodic and the assumption F, G
holds.
 .  .b The semigroup T ? is compact.
 .c There exists 0 - b - 1 such that the function F is X -¨alued andb
 . byA F satisfies the Lipschitz condition,
b b < < 5 5yA F t , w y yA F s, c F L t y s q L w y c , .  .  .  . B0
 .  . w .for e¨ery t, w , s, c g 0, ` = V and for some constants L , L G 0.0
 . w .d The function G: 0, ` = V ª X takes bounded and closed sets into
bounded sets.
Ä .  .w  .  .xe inf M v y s K s MH q M s - 1.0 - s - v
 .Then there exists « ) 0 such that 1.1 has an v-periodic solution for any
L F « .
 .  .Proof. Because T ? is a compact semigroup and G ? takes bounded
and closed sets into bounded sets, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that the
 .  .map P in short, P E ª E, w ª x ?, w is continuous. Consequently,v v
Ã Ã Ãthere exists an induced map P: E ª E which satisfies the condition$
Ã Ã .P w s P w , for every w g E and for every w g w. Our objective is to .Ã Ã Ã
Ã Ãshow that P is a condensing map. Because for each subset C of E there is
Ã  .  .D : E such that C s D and a C s a D , we restrict our attention to
Ã Ã  ..  .estimate the value a P D , for each D : E with a D ) 0.
It will be convenient for our purpose to introduce some notations. Let
0 F s F s F v. We define the following sets of continuous functions,1 2
w xD s , s [ x t , w : w g D , . 4w xs , s1 2 1 2
w xD s , s [ T t w 0 q F 0, w : w g D , .  .  . . 4w xs , s1 1 2 1 2
tw xD s , s [ yA T t y s F s, x ?, w ds : w g D , .  .  . . w xH s , s2 1 2 s 1 2 5
0
tw xD s , s [ T t y s G s, x ?, w ds : w g D , .  . . w xH s , s3 1 2 s 1 2 5
0
w xD s , s [ F t , x ?, w : w g D . . . 4w xs , s4 1 2 t 1 2
w xIn these definitions t g s , s only denotes the variable of the respective1 2
w x w xfunction. Thus, D s , s and D s , s , i s 1, 2, 3, 4, are subsets of1 2 i 1 2
w x .C s , s ; X . Furthermore, it is clear from the definition of the mild1 2
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 .  .solution of 1.1 - 2.1 that
w x w x w x w x w xD s , s : D s , s q D s , s q D s , s q D s , s .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 4 1 2
2.2 .
  . 4On the other hand, if 0 F s F v we set D [ x ?, w : w g D .s s
Because the rest of the proof is rather long, we divide it in several steps.
 .i We begin by showing that
w x w xa D s , v F a D s , v , 0 - s - v . .  .4
 .  .It is evident from 2.2 and from the properties of measure a ? on the
w x.space C s , v that
4
w x w xa D s , v F a D s , v . .  . i
is1
w xConsequently, it is enough to prove that D s , v , i s 1, 2, 3 are relativelyi
w x .compact sets in C s , v ; X .
w xThe relative compactness of D s , v is an immediate consequence of1
 .the boundedness of D and the compactness of the semigroup T ? .
Furthermore, we can show without difficulty that D is relatively compact.3
w xIn fact, the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in 3 serves to
prove this assertion.
Thus, it only remains to prove that D is relatively compact as subset of2
w x .the space C s , v ; X . Clearly, by Ascoli]Arzela's theorem, it is enough
to show that D is an equicontinuous set and that2
tw xD s , v t s yA T t y s F s, x ?, w ds: w g D .  .  .  . .H2 s 5
0
is relatively compact, for every s F t F v. In order to prove the equiconti-
  . 4nuity we first observe that as x ?, w : w g D, 0 F s F v is bounded, thens
bN [ sup yA F s, x ?, w : 0 F s F v , w g D - `. 2.3 .  .  . . 51 s
In addition, if 0 - j - b , from the properties of analytic semigroups it
follows that
jCh1ybT h y I yA T t y s F , .  .  . . 1qbyjt y s .
for every h ) 0, 0 F s - t F v, and for some constant C ) 0.
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Now we fix t such that s F t - v. For any w g D and t - t F v, and0 0 0
 .  .using the abbreviated notation x ? [ x ?, w we can write
t t0yA T t y s F s, x ds y yA T t y s F s, x ds .  .  .  .  .  .H Hs 0 s
0 0
t 1yb bF yA T t y s yA F s, x ds .  .  .  .H s
t0
t0 1yb bq T t y t y I yA T t y s yA F s, x ds .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 s
0
b j byj .N C t y t CN t t y t .  .1 b 0 1 0 0F q ,
b b y j .
 .where C is the constant introduced in Lemma 1.1 c for a [ 1 y b andb
for a [ v. Because a similar estimation can be obtained for s - t F t F v0
we proved our assertion.
On the other hand, let t be a real number such that s F t F v. Choose
0 - « - t. For each w g D we have
t ty«
yA T t y s F s, x ds s T « yA T t y « y s F s, x ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hs s
0 0
t
q yA T t y s F s, x ds. .  .  .H s
ty«
 .From 2.3 it follows that the elements defined by the first term of the
right-hand side of the preceding expression are included in a relatively
compact set and the elements defined by the second term are convergent
to zero, as « ª 0q, uniformly on w g D. This completes the proof that
w x .D s , v t is relatively compact.2
 .ii If 0 - s - v then
ybw x w xa D s , v F L yA sup K t y s a D s , v .  . .  .
sFtFv
qM t y s a D . 2.4 .  .  .s
 w x.Let us choose a real number d greater than a D s , v . By the defini-1
tion of Kuratowski-measure of noncompactness we can affirm that there
w x  .are subsets C , . . . , C of D s , v such that diam C - d , i s 1, 2, . . . , n,1 n i 1
w x n U   . < 4and D s , v : D C . We set C [ w g D: x ?, w g C .w s , v xis1 i i i
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 .In a similar way, let d be a real number greater than a D . There are2 s
 .sets E , . . . , E : D such that diam E - d , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, and D :1 m s j 2 s
m U   . 4D E . We put E [ w g D: x ?, w g E .js1 j j s j
We introduce the sets F , C , and E by means ofi, j i, j i, j
F [ w g D : w g CU l EU , 4i , j i j
C [ x ?, w : w g F , . 4w xs , vi , j i , j
E [ x s , w : w g F . . 4i , j s i , j
n, m w xFrom these definitions it is easy to see that D C s D s , v ;i, js1 i, j
Dn, m E s D ; Dn, m F s D and thati, js1 i, j s i, js1 i j
n , m
w xD s , v : F t , x ?, w : w g F . 2.5 .  . . 4D w xs , v4 t i , j
i , js1
 4  4Moreover, for each i g 1, . . . , n and for each j g 1, . . . , m , it is clear
that
Udiam C F diam x ?, w : w g C - d , 4 . . w xs , vi , j i 1
as well as
diam E - d . .i , j 2
   .. < 4.Now we are going to estimate diam F t, x ?, w : w g F , for somew s , v xt i, j
 4  4fixed i g 1, . . . , n and j g 1, . . . , m . For a given w, c g F , from thei, j
 .condition c we obtain
F t , x ?, w y F t , x ?, c .  . .  .t t
ybF L yA x ?, w y x ?, c .  .  .t t B
ybF L yA K t y s max x u , w y x u , c .  .  .  .
sFuFv
ybq L yA M t y s x ?, w y x ?, c .  .  .  .s s B
ybF L yA K t y s diam C q M t y s diam E .  .  . .  .i , j i , j
ybF L yA K t y s d q M t y s d , .  .  .1 2
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for each fixed number t such that s F t F v. Hence,
F t , x ?, w y F t , x ?, c .  . .  . w xs , vt t
ybF L yA sup K t y s d q M t y s d , .  .  .1 2
sFtFv
which implies that
diam F t , x ?, w : w g F . . 4w x /s , vt i , j
ybF L yA sup K t y s d q M t y s d . .  .  .1 2
sFtFv
 .Because d and d were arbitrary, combining this property with 2.51 2
 .and using again the definition of measure a ? we obtain that
ybw x w xa D s , v F L yA sup K t y s a D s , v .  .  . .4
sFtFv
qM t y s a D , .  .s
 .and the assertion is now a consequence of the result established in i .
 .iii Let 0 F s - v. Then
w x w x w xa D 0, s F a D 0, s q a D 0, s . 2.6 . .  .  .1 4
 . w xProceeding as in the proof of step i we can show that the sets D 0, s2
w x  w x.  w x.and D 0, s are relatively compact, so that a D 0, s s a D 0, s s3 2 3
 .  .0. The inequality 2.6 follows from 2.2 and the properties of measure
 .a ? .
 .iv Let 0 F s - v. Then
ybw x w xa D 0, s F L yA max K u a D 0, s .  . .  .
0FuFs
ybq sup T u H q yA L .  . .
0FuFs
ybqL yA M u a D . 2.7 .  .  .  .
 .  w x.Let d and d be real numbers greater than a D and a D 0, s ,1 2
 .respectively. From the definition of measure a ? we infer the existence of
 . w xsets R : D, with diam R F d , i s 1, . . . , n, and E : D 0, s , withi i 1 j
 . n mdiam E F d , j s 1, . . . , m, such that D R s D and D E sj 2 is1 i js1 j
w xD 0, s .
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If we let the sets EU , E , and F be defined byj i, j i, j
UE [ w : x ?, w g E , . 4w x0, sj j
F [ EU l R ,i , j j i
E [ x ?, w : w g F , . 4w x0, si , j i j
n, m w x n, mthen we have D E s D 0, s and D F s D. The same argu-i, js1 i, j i, js1 i, j
 .ment used in the proof of ii serves to show that
diam F t , x ?, w : w g F . . 4w x /0, st i j
ybF L yA sup K u d q M u d . .  .  . .2 1
0FuFs
w x n, m    .. < 4Because D 0, s : D F t, x ?, w : w g F it follows thatw0, s x4 i, js1 t i, j
w xa D 0, s F sup diam F t , x ?, w : w g F . . .  4w x /0, s4 t i , j
i , j
ybF L yA sup K u d q M u d . .  .  .2 1
0FuFs
On the other hand, it is clear that
n , m
w xD 0, s : T ? w 0 q F 0, w : w g F . .  .  . . 4w xD 0, s1 i , j
i , js1
Moreover, if w, c g F and if 0 F t F s theni, j
T t w 0 q F 0, w y T t c 0 y F 0, c .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
yb 5 5F sup T u H q L yA w y c .  . . B
0FuFs
ybF sup T u H q L yA d ,  . . 1
0FuFs
which allows us to affirm that
w xa D 0, s F max diam T ? w ? q F 0, w : w g F .  .  . . .  4w x /0, s1 i , j
i , j
ybF sup T u H q L yA d . .  . . 1
0FuFs
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 .Combining the previous estimations with the result established in iii we
obtain
w x w x w xa D 0, s F a D 0, s q a D 0, s .  .  .4 1
ybF L yA max K u d q sup M u d .  .  .2 1
0FuFs 0FuFs
ybq max T u H q L yA d . .  . . 1
0FuFs
Finally, in view of d and d being arbitrary, the previous inequality yields1 2
ybw x w xa D 0, s F L yA max K u a 0, s .  . .  .
0FuFs
ybq max T u H q L yA .  . .
0FuFs
ybqL yA sup M u a D .  .  .
0FuFs
which proves the assertion.
w xNow we can complete the proof of the theorem. By Theorem 2.1 in 10
we know that
Ã Ã Ãw xa P D F K v y s a D s , v q M v y s a D , .  . .  . .  .s
for 0 - s F v. Taking L small enough we can assume that n [1
5 .yb 5  .L yA K - 1 and 2.4 yieldsv
ybyA .w xa D s , v F LM a D . . . v s1 y n 1
Therefore,
ybyA .Ã Ã Ãa P D F K v y s LM q M v y s a D . 2.8 .  .  . . .  .v s /1 y n 1
 .Similarly, from 2.7 we obtain that
1 ybw xa D 0, s F sup T u H q L yA .  . .  .1 y n 0FuFs1
ybqL yA M u a D .  .  .
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w xand, turning to apply the already mentioned result of 10 , we estimate
Ã .a D ass
Ã w xa D F K s a D 0, s q M s a D . .  .  . . .s
Hence we infer that
K s .Ã Äa D F MHa D q M s a D .  .  . .s 1 y n 1
K s . yb Äq L yA M q M a D . 2.9 .  .  . .s1 y n 1
 .  .Now 2.8 and 2.9 together yield
1Ã Ä Ãa P D F CL q M v y s K s MH q M s a D , .  .  . .  . . .
1 y n 1
for all 0 - s - v and where C is a positive real number which does not
depend on s and L. Thus,
Ãa P D . .
1 Ä ÃF CL q inf M v y s K s MH q M s a D .  .  .  . .
1 y n 0-s-v1
Ã .which, by condition e , implies that P is a condensing map for L small
enough and this proves our statement.
w x.Finally, by Sadovskii's fixed point theorem 9 , we infer that P has a
fixed point in E and, based on our previous discussion we can assert that
 .there exists an v-periodic solution of 1.1 .
 .The assumption F, G is rather cumbersome to check in concrete
situations. For this reason in the next proposition we will present a class of
 .ANFDE F, G systems which satisfies this condition.
In the rest of this section we shall be concerned with a special situation.
In addition to our general assumptions to obtain existence and uniqueness
of local mild solutions, we will presume that B is a phase space for which
 .  . w .the functions K ? and M ? are bounded on 0, ` . Without any danger of
confusion, we will employ the same symbols K and M to denote
 .  .sup K t and sup M t , respectively. Furthermore, we will assumet G 0 t G 0
 .that T ? is a uniformly stable semigroup. This means that there exist
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constants r ) 0 and M G 1 such that
yr tÄT t F Me , for every t G 0. 2.10 .  .
Under these circumstances, from the theory of analytic semigroups we
know that for each 0 - b - 1 there exists a constant C ) 0 such thatb
yr tC eb1ybyA T t F , 2.11 .  .  .bt
for 0 - t F 1 and
1yb yr tÄyA T t F MC e , 2.12 .  .  .b
 . b r by1 ysfor all t ) 1. We write x r [ 1rr H s e ds. First we derive a0
lemma which is sufficient to guarantee boundedness of mild solutions.
w .LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that the functions F, G: 0, ` = B ª X satisfy the
assumptions of Lemma 1.2 or 1.3. Suppose, furthermore, that there exist
positi¨ e constants N , N , N , and N such that1 2 3 4
b 5 5yA F t , w F N w q N , 2.13 .  .  .B1 2
5 5G t , w F N w q N , 2.14 .  .B3 4
and
1 1yb yrÄ ÄK yA N q MC N e q C N x r q MN - 1. 2.15 .  .  .1 b 1 b 1 3r r
Then there exist positi¨ e constants C and C such that1 2
5 5x ?, w F C w q C , . Bt B 1 2
w .  .for e¨ery w g B and for all t g 0, a , the inter¨ al of the definition of x ?, w .w
 .  .Proof. With the abbreviated notation x ? [ x ?, w , from the defini-
tion of mild solution we have
x t F T t w 0 q F 0, w q F t , x .  .  .  .  . . t
t t
q yA T t y s F s, x ds q T t y s G s, x ds. .  .  .  .  .H Hs s
0 0
5  .5Because we are interested in an upper bound of sup x s , we may0 F sF t
consider t G 1. In this case, using the axioms of phase space we obtain the
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estimate,
ybyr tÄ 5 5 5 5x t F Me H w q yA N w q N .  .  .B B1 2
yb yb5 5q yA N x q yA N .  .B1 t 2
ty1 yr  tys.Ä 5 5q MC e N x q N ds .H Bb 1 s 2
0
eyr  tys.t
5 5q C N x q N ds .H Bb 1 s 21yb
ty1 t y s .
t yr  tys.Ä 5 5q M e N x q N ds .H B3 s 4
0
X Xyr t 5 5F C e w q C q m sup x s , .B1 2
0FsFt
for some constants CX , CX G 0 and where m denotes the constant defined1 2
 .by the left-hand side of 2.15 . This proves the assertion.
Working in concrete phase spaces it is not difficult to present examples
 .  .of ANFDE F, G systems which verify the assumption F, G . Next we
p .demonstrate the technique in the space B [ C = L g ; X , with r s 0,r
 xdefined in Example 1.1. We will assume that g is integrable on y`, 0
 .  xand that g ? is locally bounded on y`, 0 , which imply that B satisfies
 .axiom C-2 . To assure existence of global mild solution we need some
additional conditions on g. First we verify the property.
 xLEMMA 2.2. Assume that g : y`, 0 ª R is strictly positi¨ e and that
 .  .ln g is uniformly continuous. Let x: y`, a ª X be a function such that
w .x s w g B and the restriction of x to the inter¨ al 0, a is continuous and0
w .bounded. Then the mapping 0, a ª B, t ª x is uniformly continuous whent
A Awe consider B endowed with the seminorm ? defined by
1rp
0 pA Ac [ g u c u ds , c g B. .  .H /y`
Proof. Let t and h be real numbers such that 0 F t - a, h ) 0, and
A At q h - a. Then, from the definition of ? we have
ytyh ppA Ax y x s g u w t q h q u y w t q u du .  .  .Htqh t
y`
yt pq g u x t q h q u y w t q u du .  .  .H
ytyh
0 pq g u x t q h q u y x t q u du .  .  .H
yt
[ I q I q I .1 2 3
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The integral I can be estimated as1
1rp
yh p1r pI s g s y t w s q h y w s ds .  .  .H1  /y`
1rp
yh p1rpF g yt g s w s q h y w s ds .  .  .  .H /y`
1rppyh1rp 1rp 1rpF g yt g s q h w s q h y g s w s ds .  .  .  .  .H /y`
1rpp1rp
pg s .yh1rp 1rpqg yt y 1 g s q h w s q h ds . .  .  .H 1rp /y` g s q h .
5 5 pIn view of g being locally bounded and g w being integrable, it is well
known that the first term of the right-hand side converges toward zero
 .when h tends to zero. Moreover, because ln g ? is uniformly continuous, it
<  .1r p  .1r p <follows that g s rg s q h y 1 ª 0, as h ª 0, uniformly on s g
 x w .y`, 0 . This shows that I ª 0, when h ª 0, uniformly on t g 0, a .1
By a similar argument we can show that both I and I converge toward2 3
w .zero when h ª 0, uniformly on t g 0, a . This completes the proof.
Next we will assume that g satisfies the following additional properties:
 .  .g-i ln g is uniformly continuous.
 . 0  . yr pug-ii k [ H g u e du - `.1 y`
 .  .g-iii g yt ª 0, t ª `.
 .  .  w xIn these conditions K t and M t are bounded functions see 5 , Theo-
.rem 1.3.8 , so that this phase space verifies the general assumptions of
 . auLemmas 2.1 and 2.2. A concrete example is obtained taking g u [ e ,
for any real number a ) r p.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 hold and
 .  .  .that g ¨erifies conditions g-i , g-ii , and g-iii . Then for e¨ery w g B, the
 .mild solution x ?, w is defined on R and, for N and N small enough there1 3
  . w xexist real numbers R ) 0 and t ) 0 such that the set x 0, w : w g B 0 ,t R
4  w x. w x0 F t F t is bounded and P B 0 : B 0 .t R R
Proof. To simplify the notations we consider p s 1. The proof for the
general case is similar. We start by showing that the mild solutions are
w xdefined on R. In fact, from Proposition 2.1 in 4 it is enough to verify that
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  . 4x ?, w : 0 F t - a is a relatively compact set, whenever the solutiont
 . w .  .  .x ?, w is defined on 0, a . We know by Lemma 2.1 that x ? [ x ?, w is
w .  .  .  .bounded on 0, a which implies that z t [ x t q F t, x is uniformlyt
w .continuous on 0, a . Furthermore, because
x t q h y x t .  .
F F t q h , x y F t , x q z t q h y z t .  .  .  .tqh t
yb < < A AF L yA h q x t q h y x t q x y x .  .  . .tqh t
q z t q h y z t , .  .
 . 5 .yb 5  .K 0 s 1 and L yA - 1 we obtain that x ? is uniformly continuous
w .  .on 0, a . This conclusion and axiom C-2 gives the desired property.
On the other hand, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we easily
see that
ybyr t 5 5 5 5x t F C e w q C q yA N x .  .B B1 2 1 t
eyr  tys.t t yr  tys.Ä5 5 5 5q C N x ds q MN e x ds,H B H Bb 1 s 3 s1yb
0 0t y s .
for 0 F t F 1 and
ybyr t 5 5 5 5x t F C e w q C q yA N x .  .B B1 2 1 t
ty1 yr  tys.Ä 5 5q C MN e x dsH Bb 1 s
0
eyr  tys.t t yr  tys.Ä5 5 5 5q C N x ds q MN e x ds,H B H Bb 1 s 3 s1yb
ty1 0t y s .
for t ) 1, where C and C represent some positive constants.1 2
We may summarize the foregoing expressions in
tybyr t 5 5 5 5 5 5x t F C e w q C q yA N x q u t y s x ds, .  .  .B B H B1 2 1 t s
0
2.16 .
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 .  .where u: 0, ` ª 0, ` is the function defined by
eyr s¡ yr sÄMN e q C N , 0 - s F 1,3 b 1 1yb~ su s [ .
yr s¢ÄM N q C N e , s ) 1, .3 b 1
Now using the definition of the seminorm in B we obtain
yt 0
5 5x s x t q g u w t q u du q g u x t q u du .  .  .  .  .B H Ht
y` yt
t
5 5F x t q g yt w q g s y t x s ds. .  .  .  .B H
0
 .Substituting in this expression the upper bound obtained in 2.16 , applying
 .the condition g-ii , and redefining the constants C and C it follows that1 2
5 5 yr t 5 5x F C e q g yt w . .B Bt 1
yb 5 5 5 5q C q yA N x q u) x t .  . .B B2 1 t s
yb 5 5 5 5q N yA g ) x t q g )u) x t , .  .  . .  .Ä ÄB B1 s s
 .  .where we employed the function g s [ g ys , for s G 0. BecauseÄ
5 .yb 5N yA - 1 from the previous inequality we can write1
5 5 5 5 5 5x F f t w q C q K x t , 2.17 .  .  . .B B Bt 0 s
where f is a continuous function that vanishes at infinity, C is a constant,0
and K is the operator defined by
1 ybK f [ u q N yA g q g )u ) f . .  . Ä Ä /1yb1 y N yA .1
w .In view of g and u being positive integrable function son 0, ` it is notÄ
difficult to see that K is a positive bounded linear operator on the space of
w ..continuous and bounded functions C 0, ` , endowed with the norm ofb
w ..uniform convergence, such that the subspace C 0, ` , formed by the0
functions that vanish at infinity, is invariant under K. Furthermore, it is
 .easy to see from the definition of u ? that K is a contraction for N and1
5 5N enough small. Invoking Lemma 2.1 we know that the function t ª x B3 t
w ..belongs to the space C 0, ` so that the preceding considerations applyb
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 .to this function and from 2.17 we infer that
y15 5 5 5x F I y K f t w q C .  . .B Bt 0
5 5F f t w q C , . B1 1
w ..for some f g C 0, ` and certain positive real number C .1 0 1
 .Consequently, if we choose R G 2C and t ) 0 such that f t F 1r21 1
 w x. w xthen P B 0 : B 0 . This finishes the proof.t R R
Having shown by means of this specific example how to obtain
 .  .ANFDE F, G systems which satisfy the condition F, G , we now return
to the general situation considered in Theorem 2.1. However in practical
 .  .applications the property K ? bounded and M t convergent toward zero
when t goes to infinity is frequently encountered. For this reason, next we
present a pair of consequences of Theorem 2.1 in the context of phase
spaces verifying the mentioned property.
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that F, G, and T satisfy the general assumptions
 .  .  .  .considered in Section 2 and the conditions a , b , c , and d of Theorem
 .  .2.1. If further K ? is a bounded function and M t ª 0, as t ª `, then there
 .exists « ) 0 such that 1.1 has an mv-periodic solution for any L F « and
some m g N.
w xProof. We apply Theorem 2.1 on an interval 0, mv . It is clear that for
 .m large enough, by taking s [ mvr2, the condition e of the already
mentioned result is fulfilled.
 .Next we shall apply this result to linear nonhomogeneous systems.
 .  .  .  .  .Thus, in this case, F t, w [ L w and G t, w [ L w q h t , where1 2
w .L , L : B ª X are bounded linear operators and h: 0, ` ª X is a1 2
continuous and v-periodic function. Furthermore, we assume that the
w xhypotheses considered in 4 , Proposition 3.2, to guarantee existence of
solutions are verified.
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that the following conditions hold:
 .  .a The assumption F, G holds,
 .  .b The semigruop T ? is compact,
 .c The function h is v-periodic, and
 .  .  .d The function K ? is bounded and M t ª 0, t ª `
5 . b 5  .then for yA L enough small the Eq. 1.1 has an v-periodic solution.1
Proof. Because all conditions of the preceding corollary are verified we
 .  .derive the existence of an mv-periodic solution x ? [ x ?, w , for some
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  . 4m g N. It is clear that x ? : 0 F t F mv is a compact subset of B whicht
in turn implies that U [ c x ? : 0 F t F mv is a compact and convex 4 .Ã .t
Ãsubset of B.
 .On the other hand, if P denotes the map P [ x ?, w then, from thew v
property of uniqueness of mild solutions, we can show without much
difficulty that in this case P is a continuous and an affine mapping. It
Ã Ãfollows easily that the mapping P induced by P on B also has these
Ã .properties. Hence we infer that P U : U. Now using Schauder's fixed
point theorem we conclude that P has a fixed point. The argument used in
the proof of Theorem 2.1 allows us to affirm the existence of an v-periodic
solution.
EXAMPLE 2.1. We conclude this section with an application of our
results to discuss the existence of periodic solutions of the boundary value
problem,
p­ t
u t , j q b s y t , h , j u s, h dh ds .  .  .H H
­ t y` 0
­ 2 t
s u t , j q a j u t , j q a s y t u s, j ds .  .  .  .  .H02­j y`
qa t , j , t G 0, 0 F j F p , 2.18 .  .1
u t , 0 s u t , p s 0, t G 0, 2.19 .  .  .
u u , j s f u , j , u F 0, 0 F j F p , 2.20 .  .  .
where the functions a , a, a , b, and f satisfy appropriate conditions. To0 1
 .  .represent this problem as the Cauchy problems 1.3 and 1.4 we shall
2w x.  .  .take X [ L 0, p and we shall define x t [ u t, ? . The operator A is
given by
Af j [ f 0 j , .  .
with domain,
2 w x 2 w xD A [ f ? g L 0, p : f 0 ? g L 0, p , f 0 s f p s 0 . 4 .  .  .  .  . .  .
2 .Let B denote the space C = L g ; X , with r s 0, defined in Exampler
 w x.  .  0  . .1r2  .1.1. In this case see 5 H s 1; K t s 1 q H g u du and M t syt
 .1r2g yt for all t G 0. It is clear that B is isomorphic and isometric to the
2  x w x.  .space X = L y`, 0 = 0, p where m is the measure m u , j sm
 .g u du dj . Next we assume that the following conditions hold.
 .  .i The function b ? is measurable and
p p
2b u , h , j .0
dh du dj - `.H H H g u .0 y` 0
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 .  .  .  .ii The function ­r­z b u , h, z is measurable; b u , h, p s 0;
 .b u , h, 0 s 0, and
2
p p 1 ­0
N [ b u , h , z dh du dz - 1. .H H H1  /g u ­z .0 y` 0
 .  . `w x.  .iii The function a ? g L 0, p ; a ? is measurable with0
0 2 .  .  . 2w x.H a u rg u du - ` and the function a t, ? g L 0, p for each t G 0y` 1
 . 2w x.and there exists q ? g L 0, p such that
< <a t , j y a s, j F t y s q j , s, t G 0, 0 F j F p . .  .  .1 1
 .  . .  .iv The function w defined by w u j [ f u , j belongs to B.
w .  .Under these conditions we define F, G: 0, ` = B ª X by F t, w [
 .  .  .  .L w and G t, w [ L w q h t , where1 2
p0
L w [ b u , h , j w u , h dh du , 2.21 .  .  .  .H H1
y` 0
0
L w [ a j w 0, j q a u w u , j du , 2.22 .  .  .  .  .  .H2 0
y`
h t [ a t , ? . 2.23 .  .  .1
 .  .A straightforward estimation using i and iii shows that L and L are1 2
 .bounded linear operators on B and that the function h ? is Lipschitz
 .  .1r2 .continuous. Furthermore, the values L w g D yA and1
5 .1r2 5 w x  .  .yA L F N - 1. In 4 we showed that 2.18 ] 2.20 have a unique1 1
 .mild solution x ?, w defined on R.
In connection with the existence of v periodic solutions, we set
1r22a u .0
N [ max a ? , du . . H3 0 ` 5 /g u .y`
5 5  .  .It is easy to see that L F N . Consequently, if in addition to i ] iii we2 3
 .  .assume that h is v-periodic and conditions g-i , g-ii , with r s 1 and
 .p s 2, and g-iii hold them from Corollary 3.2 we obtain that for N and1
N small enough there exists an v-periodic mild solution.3
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